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IMPROVING BICYCLIST/PEDESTRIAN SAFETY  
ON NEVILLE & BOUNDARY STREETS 

Report of Neville/Boundary Working Group 
Green Team  
OPDC 

January, 2017 

Editing note:  This is an outline / preliminary draft / roundup of materials. 
Stuff in [[double brackets]] is just placeholders indicating what needs to be written. 

Stuff in [single] brackets is citations to sources. 
Many of graphics are low resolution; we need originals 

Executive Summary 
[[Executive summary should be about a page, and it should lay out principal recommendations]] 

Neville and Boundary Streets are heavily used by bicyclists and, in some sections, by pedestrians. This 
working group was established to recommend safety improvements on this route to make it habitable 
for cyclists and pedestrians.  We take this to mean that it should be viewed as a reasonable alternative 
by [[get city presentation that labels classes of cyclists – we mean the 60%, not the 5% traffic warriors]]. 

Our report summarizes current conditions (Section 2), proposes a strategy for improving the bike/ped 
infrastructure (Section 4), and breaks down the route into specific projects (Section 5).  

In the long term, we recommend constructing a traffic-free path from under Schenley Drive Bridge 
parallel to the RR tracks at approximately track elevation to connect with the current Junction Hollow 
Trail (Section 5.1.1).  

In the nearer term, we identified [[xx]] projects should receive priority because of their substantial 
leverage on improving overall safety.  Those projects are [[construct this with links to sections]]: 

• Improve the RR crossing on Boundary St (Section 5.3.1) 
• Improve the connection between the CMU Neville Parking lot and the RR crossing (Section 5.2.3) 
• Complete the trail between CMU Neville Parking lot and the RR and provide exit to Boundary St 

(Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2) 
•  [[What’s CMU doing between Tepper and Filmore St?]] 
• [[climbing lane from Filmore to Fifth?]] 
• [[or whatever – we haven’t actually ranked all the bits yet]] 
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1 Background 
 Neville and Boundary Streets 
form an important 
connection for cyclists 
between the Eliza Furnace 
Trail and Oakland. The 
bikeshed extends to the Zoo, 
Homewood, and Squirrel Hill. 

This route is heavily used by 
cyclists, especially 
commuters, and it is also 
used by pedestrians. Usage 
could be heaver if it were 
safer, but it is currently 
unsafe for both cyclists and 
pedestrians.   

In the May 2015 City bike/ped 
count, Fifth and Neville was 
the third-highest bicycle 
location in the city. [flyer 
from City Planning] 

Currently this route suffers from poor pedestrian/cycling infrastructure, especially between the railroad 
crossing and Joncaire St.  [[more needed]] 

A number of active construction projects are in progress along this route, which presents an opportunity 
to coordinate their contributions to improved safety. 

Development in Hazelwood and along the Riverfront will increase cyclist and pedestrian traffic through 
the corridor. 

The working group was formed in December 2014 in order to “make Neville Street below Fifth Avenue 
habitable for cyclists and pedestrians. It seems that everyone agrees that this is a problem area and 
should be addressed, but no one is willing to take leadership and own the project. Our thought is that a 
focused effort to advocate and follow up on this project will make it a concrete priority for the City and 
others involved.” [email from David  Zwier, 12/4/2015] 

Improving this corridor presents numerous challenges: 

• Multiple property owners with overlapping construction schedules. 

• Narrow road width at railroad crossing 

• Best option involves working with Railroad on right of way 

• Funding 
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2 Current Conditions 
2.1 Principal stakeholders 
[[Who has a reasonable stake in the action? What are their priorities?  Neighboring residents, 
neighboring institutions, bikers, pedestrians, drivers who use the road (for what? Parking lot? Other?)]] 

2.2 Principal hazards 
[[this section is for highlights, such as 
excessive automobile speeds 
the pinch point at CIC building wing wall 
hazard at RR crossing]] 

2.3 Bicycist/pedestrian traffic 
Neville and Boundary Streets form an important connection for cyclists between the Eliza Furnace Trail 
and Oakland. This is a major commuting route between Downtown and Oakland, as well as parts of 
Squirrel Hill.  It has scant shoulders, poor sightlines, and excessive speeds. 

In the May 2015 City bike/ped count, Fifth&Neville was the third-highest bicycle location in the city, 
behind 10th&Penn and Ellsworth&Aiken.  Fourth and fifth were Schenley Dr&Panther Hollow and Ft 
Pitt&Smithfield. [flyer from City Planning]. [[get more current numbers]] 

[[Do we know anything about accident rates? That would certainly be an interesting aspect of current 
conditions]] 

2.4 Motor vehicle traffic 
[[Do we have concrete data about speeding?  How about traffic counts?  (The PA source at 
http://pennshare.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d8e1c77ad2444268bb56bd2d2a
85ec46 has traffic counts on nearby roads, but nothing on Boundary or the part of Neville south of 
Fifth]] 

2.5 Parking 
[[“I counted the parking spaces on the west side of Neville-15. I asked the other resident who lacks off-
street parking, Ron Reid, about eliminating the Neville spaces and he said he could only accept that if he 
had assured off-street spaces. During working hours all spaces are taken and a few times a year special 
events at Central flood the neighborhood with even-illegally parked cars” [email from Bob Harper, 
12/18/2015]] 

2.6 Physical conditions 
The Working Group walked this route the evening of January 7, 2016. We observed [[who has the notes 
from the site visit?  Add field notes as appendix??]] Two of us walked the route and took fresh 
photographs on January 8, 2017. 

The route has five (see note below, four would be better) distinct sections, each with its own character 

http://pennshare.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d8e1c77ad2444268bb56bd2d2a85ec46
http://pennshare.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d8e1c77ad2444268bb56bd2d2a85ec46
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[[slide from David Zwier presentation 3/18/2016 -- define sections more carefully – the above calls the 
whole upper section Central Catholic (CMU has a building at Fifth), and it starts both Joncaire and 
Panther Hollow under Schenley Drive Bridge. Note also that CMU property ends at northern drip line of 
Schenley Av bridge  I think we should have four sections, not five – combining the last two will make it 
easier to show the “beside the RR” alternative to the two on-street bits. Revised labels used in section 
headers  below]] 

[[I ordered these from south to north because (a) most of the action is at the south end and (b) the 
photos are more informative if they’re looking northward, and it’s least confusing for them to be in 
south-to-north order. Except as noted, photos by Mary Shaw 1/7/2017]] 

2.6.1 Junction Hollow Trail to Schenley Dr Bridge  
[[Current routing through Panther Hollow and up Boundary. Above Joncaire safety issues begin. Would 
much prefer to move alignment over next to RR tracks.  Meanwhile, we can see what’s there]] 

2.6.1.1 Preferred route along RR tracks from Junction Hollow Tr to under Schenley Dr Bridge 
[[ownership, clearance between tracks and dropoff at several locations]] 
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The preferred route is along the railroad tracks from the south end of CMU’s property to intersect with 
the Junction Hollow Trail.  This route would separate the bicycle traffic from automobile traffic. That 
section is currently undeveloped.  In places there appears to be adequate separation for the trail; in 
other places special arrangements might be required. 

[[From David Zwier, email of 11/2/16; Based on unofficial conversations with CMU and elected officials, 
the ‘best’ option that keeps a path at railroad grade from the CMU parking lot to the existing Junction 
Hollow Trail seemed both preferable and more logistically feasible. Past the CMU lot, that option 
requires some legwork to figure out who owns the property and what arrangements or agreements may 
be in place between the owners and the railroad. It is also important to figure out how far a path would 
have to be set back from the center line of the tracks, and if a path at railroad grade could comply with 
that for the entire segment in question.  In my mind it is essential to have clarity on these two issues 
before sitting down officially with the three council districts that border Neville Street. A third item that 
would be good to have is a very rough estimate of what the cost of a road+fence would be for that 
portion of the path. … plus more about RR easements]] 

2.6.1.2 Junction Hollow Trail to Joncaire St 
[[road width, sidewalk, parking, low traffic because of dead end]] 

[[The on-road route begins south of neighborhood of Panther Hollow, on a dead end segment of 
Boundary St]]. 

 

[[It then goes through the neighborhood of Panther Hollow]] 
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[[ In Panther Hollow It’s essentially just neighborhood traffic to Joncaire, at the entrance to the[[Pitt? 
UPMC??]] parking lot. ]] 
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2.6.1.3 Joncaire St to Schenley Dr Bridge 
 [[At Joncaire St, the character of the road changes from neighborhood street to [[??]] Traffic flowing 
between Joncaire and the next segment of Boundary don’t pay much attention to what’s coming out of 
the neighborhood]] 

 

[[North of Joncaire there’s more traffic [[less width? What is the width?]], no sidewalk, and no parking. 
The through streets and parking lot generate substantially more traffic, and Boundary St above Joncaire 
is narrow with no shoulders. There’s a really wide spot on the east side of the road just north of the 
intersection that might be exploited in some way. The long distance between intersections encourages 
excessive speeds.]] 
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2.6.1.4 Junction Hollow Trail 
Junction Hollow Trail is not strictly part of this study.  However, it is an integral part of the route from 
Second Ave into Oakland and beyond, and if it were not there, there would be only minimal bike traffic 
on Neville/Boundary: 

At present, the trail is a shared-use, motor-free trail, except that there are persistent violations of the 
prohibition against motorized vehices. 

For many years there was an informal RR crossing at Panther Hollow Lake, which provided a connection 
between Squirrel Hill and Junction Hollow Trail. In recent months, crossing has been prohibited, and the 
prohibition is often enforced by constables. 

2.6.2 Schenley Dr Bridge to Upper End of CMU Neville parking lot   
[[Ownership, no shoulders, excessive speeds (where’s the stop sign?), parking lot exit]] 

 [[Just north of Schenley Av bridge, there is a possibility of a ramp to access a trail behind the CMU 
Neville parking lot. Boundary itself continues with no shoulders, no sidewalk]] 
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[[Approaching the RR crossing, CMU Neville parking lets out pedestrians on the downhill side of a utility 
pole, forcing them into the roadway up to the RR crossing.  The pedestrian egress from the parking lot is 
where the trail will eventually go]] 
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CMU has reserved space for 
trail between Neville parking 
lot and RR tracks. Here is 
view of this future trail 
alignment, looking south. The 
alignment is to the right of 
the chain-link fence until it 
ends at the street light, then 
continuing along the parking 
and behind the gray building. 
This view shows the 
separation between the 
pedestrian exit (bottom of 
image) and the vehicle exit. 
The bridge in the background 
is Schenley Drive bridge. 
[slide 11 of Oct 26 2015 
presentation by Bob Reppe of 
CMU] 

2.6.3 CMU Neville parking lot to Filmore St 
[[Ownership, road width, sidewalks, Tepper construction, CIC garage entrance, CIC wing wall pinch 
point, RR crossing]]  

[[This section transitions from isolated 2-lane road through the institutional edges of CMU and Carnegie 
Museums into the neighborhood near Central Catholic]] 

2.6.3.1 CMU Neville lot through RR Crossing and CIC garage 
[[Concentrated problems here, with parking lot pedestrians, the RR crossing, and cyclists trying to line 
up to cross the RR tracks at a right angle. Improvements are severely restricted at a pinch point created 
by the wing wall of the entrance to the CIC parking garage, which is directly across Boundary St from the 
RR crossing gate [[what’s the measured distance?]].  Note that there is large unpaved area on the east 
side of the road, near where stairs provide pedestrian access to CIC garage]] 
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2.6.3.2 CIC Garage to Filmore St 
Sidewalk on west side to just above RR crossing gate. No sidewalk on east side [[but what is Tepper 
planning?]] 
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2.6.4 Filmore St to Fifth Av  
[[Ownership, road width, sidewalks, parking, residences on west, institutions on right]]  

There are two segments, corresponding to the two owning institutions 

2.6.4.1 Central Catholic, Filmore St to Henry St 
[[sidewalk on west side, no sidewalk on east side from Filmore to CC driveway above [[gym??]], 8’ (?) 
sidewalk along STEM building; what’s parking situation?]] 

 

2.6.4.2 CMU Residence, Henry St to Fifth Av 
[[Sidewalk on west side, what’s parking situation?  The east side of the block between Henry St and Fifth 
Av is occupied by a CMU Residence]] 
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2.7 Elevations 
One of the challenges of this route is the gradient of the climb from the top of the Junction Hollow trail 
to Fifth Ave, almost 3% overall and 8.3% (ADA max) for a tenth of a mile. 

Picking values from the USGS topo map for this area (see Appendix 4), here are the locations of the 20' 
contour lines crossings, working from south (lower end) to north (upper end) 

elevation approximate location 
800' Coming off Junction Hollow trail onto Boundary St 
800' Yarrow Way to Joncaire (pretty level here) 
820' Just north of Schenley Dr Bridge, maybe about where trestle used to be (the RR behind the 

parking lot is about 830') 
840' A bit south of RR crossing, maybe about entry to CMU parking lot (looks like the RR crossing of 

Boundary is about 850') 
860' corner of Neville and Filmore 
880' corner of Nevile and Winthrop 
900' just above corner of Neville and Henry 
920’ it levels out, so to get to 920' you must turn left on 5th and go to Craig 

Yes, from Filmore to Henry it rises 40' in about 480' of run, or 1 in 12.  That is, it's just barely ADA 
compliant (no promise that the grade is constant). The overall gradient, 120’ in 4260’ is 2.8% (Google 
Maps thinks it’s 125’ of climb, which would be 2.9%)  [email from Mary Shaw, 12/16/2015] 
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3 Current Construction and Plans 
Two significant construction projects are currently under way: the STEM Building at Central Catholic and 
the Tepper School building at CMU. The working group has discussed coordination of Neville/Boundary 
plans with both Devon Crummie of Central Catholic and Bob Reppe of CMU. Both are looking forward to 
including safety improvements in their projects. Indeed, the CMU Master Plan shows a trail connecting 
to the Junction Hollow Trail. 

CMU has already made provisions for a trail between the Neville St parking lot and the railroad.  They 
look forward to activating it when it connects to something at each end. 

In addition, there is a proposal to run a shuttle bus up Junction Hollow. We have not found a proposed 
alignment. This project obviously affects bike/ped routing 

The current state of progress is detailed in the following sections 

3.1 Central Catholic 
[[fill in]] – Bob Harper says they have built the 8’ sidewalk beside the STEM building. Do they have any 
plans for the lower bit? 

3.2 CMU 
[[fill in]] 

3.3 [[Is City in discussion with RR? If so, report status]] 
3.4 Almono Shuttle 
[[There is a proposal to construct a bus shuttle through Junction Hollow, connecting Almono and the 
High Technology Center with CMU/Pitt/Oakland. [[fill in citation]] The project is controversial, especially 
because of its possible impact on the neighborhoods at each end of Junction Hollow (The Run and 
Panther Hollow). Bike route planning should be sensitive to this possible development, as the cannot 
both occupy the same space]] 
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4 Analysis and Preferred Routes 
4.1 Types of street treatments 
[[Reverse the assignment of letters so that “A” is best and “C” is just ok.  Update all diagrams to be 
consistent.  Be sure language is consistent with standards – NACTO is at http://nacto.org/wp-
content/uploads/2011/03/AASHTO-Guide-for-the-Development-of-Bicycle-Facilities-1999.pdf , don’t 
know whether city is different]] 

 

 

http://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/AASHTO-Guide-for-the-Development-of-Bicycle-Facilities-1999.pdf
http://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/AASHTO-Guide-for-the-Development-of-Bicycle-Facilities-1999.pdf
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[[if this still says “light rail” under the train, please fix]] 

Roy’s comments [email 5/27/16] on width of shared path, since City didn’t respond to Bob Harpers 
request:  

Minimum for bike/pedestrian path would be 8 feet. (California DOT), That would be very tight. 
Minnesota Dot minimum is 10 feet.  

I do not know the usage pattern for school, how much foot traffic is anticipated on the walkway? 
If it is a heavily used access for school pedestrians, I would suggest 14 feet.  They tend to walk 3 or 
four abreast, which takes up a lot of the walkway.  

If anticipated foot traffic is light, given that there will be slow uphill bicycle traffic, and fast 
downhill bicycle traffic, and this is a major connection corridor my preference would be for at 
least 10, preferable 12 feet.  

For detail technical explanation see Minnesota Bikeway Facility Design Manual Chapter 3. 
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/bike/pdfs/manual/Chapter3.pdf 

4.2 Recommendation 
[[say this in prose  Make sure the Executive Summary summarizes it.   Roy asks: On the section behind 
the FMS lot should be labeled. "Existing Commitment for separated Bike/Pedestrian lane". Perhaps with 
additional words "(Thank You CMU)" ]] 

[[The diagram below is not consistent with the street types above.  Please fix this.  For the upper section, 
are we still looking for an off-street shared lane, or has some combination of CC/CMU nixed that?  Also, 
the labelling is confusing – I think the “off street shared lane” is shared between bikes and pedestrians 
but the “shared lane” is shared between bikes and cars.  Make this clearer, and use standard naming.  
What’s the difference between an off-street shared lane and an off street bicycle climbing lane?]] 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/bike/pdfs/manual/Chapter3.pdf
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[[The diagram below labels street types, but they aren’t consistent with the types above.  Also, it says 
there’s a 20’ grade drop from CMU parking lot to Joncaire St. The topo map has 20’ contours and 
requires some interpolation, but I did this in Section 5.2.2. The shortest ramp would be achieved by 
going from a higher point on Neville (north of Schenley Drive Bridge) to a lower point on the RR grade 
(more or less under or below Schenley Drive Bridge).  Eyeball interpolation suggests this would be less 
than 15’, maybe closer to 10’ which implies more like 150’ of ramp than 200’. This, unfortunately, 
creates a switchback, but the ramp is much shorter.  See discussion below. See Section 5.2.2).  Please fix 
the diagram below]] 
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5 Specific Project Breakdown 
[[Narrative: preferred outcome is [[recap recommendation section]] If it is not feasible to build trail 
parallel to the RR, add cycle track from Joncaire to Schenley Dr (there might actually be space, then put 
both uphill and downhill traffic on the CMU Neville Trail.]] 

[[Include current status with each element – some are probably finished, some (e.g. along CSX) may be 
problematic. Template: location / owner / status / one or two improvement options]] 

[[Identify the projects that are highest priority, considering both effect on safety and feasibility of near-
term results – these are the few projects that will appear in the Executive Summary]] 

5.1 Junction Hollow Trail to Schenley Dr Bridge 
5.1.1 Preferred route along RR tracks from Junction Hollow Tr to under Schenley Dr Bridge 
5.1.2 Junction Hollow Trail to Joncaire St (non-preferred) 
[[current arrangement is ok]] 

5.1.3  Joncaire St to Schenley Dr Bridge (non-preferred) 
[[add cycle track on east side to entrance to trail behind Neville lot. Continue the cycle track through the 
Joncaire intersection; once past that intersection there should be no problem crossing over.]] 

5.1.4 Note on Junction Hollow Trail 
Junction Hollow Trail is not strictly part of this study.  However, its continued usefulness is part of the 
reason this study makes sense.  We therefore make two points: 

• Any addition of motor vehicle traffic, such as the proposed ALMONO shuttle, must preserve the 
motor-free shared route from The Run to Boundary St. 

• The usefulness of this route would be substantially enhanced by a bike/ped crossing between 
Panther Hollow Lake and the trail. We urge the City to make this a continued priority 

5.2 Schenley Dr bridge to Upper End of CMU Neville Parking Lot  
[[CMU has provided space for a trail between the Nevill St lot and the railroad. ]] 

5.2.1 Complete CMU segment Behind Neville St Parking Lot 
If we are able to achieve the preferred alignment (along the RR track, Section 5.1.1), there should be a 
seamless connection between the CMU lot and the trail along the RR. Completing this trail segment and 
connection should present no difficulties. 
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5.2.2  Activate South End of CMU Reserved Alignment 
CMU is waiting to construct trail behind the Neville St Parking Lot until there is someplace for people to 
go at the south end. There appears to be a feasible connection to Boundary St under the Schenley Dr 
Bridge.  

Even if the trail is built along the RR track, it 
is desirable to make this connection. First, it 
can be done sooner. Second, it will be 
desirable to provide access to Boundary 
somewhere near Joncaire St for traffic 
headed into that part of Oakland. 

The project described here serves uphill 
traffic well, because no traffic crossing is 
required. To serve downhill traffic well, the 
first choice would be a cycle track from here 
to just past the Joncaire intersection.  If that 
can’t be done, there must be a way for the 
downhill traffic to cross Boundary. 

 Notwithstanding the comment in Section 4.2  
[[fix sec 5.2!!! and then change this 
passage]], it looks like correct orientation of 
a ramp would require only 10-15’ of 
elevation change to make the connection. 
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5.2.3 Activate North End of CMU Reserved Alignment 
The CMU Neville Parking Lot provides a pedestrian exit that joins Boundary St [[xx ft before the RR 
crossing]]. This will eventually become the route for the trail.  In the meanwhile, people who park in this 
lot must walk on [[xx]] feet of Boundary St with no shoulder. 

This connection should be improved, independent of any other projects, to protect these pedestrians. 

Either open the space between the utility pole and the metal box so cyclists and pedestrians are not 
forced into the street, or perhaps move the utility pole.  
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5.3 CMU Neville parking lot to Filmore St 
5.3.1 RR Crossing above CMU Neville Lot 
Boundary St crosses the RR tracks at about a [[30??]]-degree angle.  This is a sharp enough angle to be a 
hazard for bicyclists, because [[explain]].   

The paved width of the road at the crossing is [[xx]] feet.  However, there appears to be enough space to 
widen the paved area considerably on the south (downhill) side.  This alone would allow pedestrians to 
get off the main roadway earlier, and it would allow cyclists to move right to line up for a perpendicular 
track crossing. 

This improvement would enhance safety independent of any other improvement. In combination with 
improvement at the north end of the CMU Neville parking lot (Section 5.2.3), it would provide a safe 
route for CMU employees to get from the parking lot to the stairs into the CIC garage. 

Widening the crossing on the south side serves uphill traffic well, because no traffic crossing is required. 
To serve downhill traffic well, there must be a way for the downhill traffic to cross Boundary.  Because of 
the pinch point at the CIC wing wall, the crossing would have to be between the CIC garage entrance 
and the RR crossing. 
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5.3.2  Pinch point at CMU’s CIC garage exit 
[[Problem here is the wing wall by the CIC garage exit, which creates a severe constriction in roadway 
width and makes it difficult to provide a separate lane for bikes. 

Also to make full use of the separated path behind CMU Neville parking lot (in background here), there 
must be a way for downhill cyclists to cross over from right side of road to left.  This clearly needs to be 
downhill from the wing wall.  But should it be before the tracks or after (before, I think).]] 

5.3.3 Tepper building 
[[what’s going on here?  There’s an asphalt sidewalk on the west side, but the uphill traffic needs some 
space on the east side]] 

5.3.4 Ramp from Neville St to Tepper at Forbes Av elevation 
[[Tepper project included a plan for a ramp that met Neville near the bottom of Central Catholic 
property (see Appendix 6).  This was apparently cut for budget reasons.  We asked them to at least 
provide the connection into the Tepper building and a stub of trail in order to preserve the option to add 
the ramp at a later date.  ]] 

[[Meanwhile, looks like it might be possible to slip in a wide sidewalk next to the Central Catholic gym, 
staying high and skirting the end of the football field, to get pretty close to Tepper elevation.  Roy only 
spotted this recently, but it’s worth talking to CC and CMU about it]] 

5.4 Filmore St to Fifth Av  
[[This involves both CMU and CC.  The treatment should be uniform – either climbing lane or shared 
sidewalk through both institutions.  Plan here must address parking 
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5.4.1 Central Catholic, Henry St to Filmore St 
[[This has two sections: the bit beside the gym (it is a gym, isn’t it?) needs help, and the bit next to the 
STEM building has a nice wide sidewalk (I didn’t measure, but it sort of looked like the utility poles might 
be within the 8’ width, which would reduce the effective width]] 

[[However, was the conclusion from CMU and CC that this should be a climbing lane rather than a 
shared sidewalk?]] 

5.4.2 CMU Residence, Henry St to Fifth Av  
[[Any chance of getting off the road here, or has it become a climbing lane?]] 
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Appendix 1. Project Participants 
Working Group members include 

Eric Boerer eric@bikepgh.org 
Andrea Boykowycz andreaboykowycz@gmail.com 
Karen Brooks kbr00ks@andrew.cmu.edu 
Bruce Chan brucecha@gmail.com 
Robert Harper harp2er@aim.com 
Mary Shaw mary.shaw@cs.cmu.edu 
Roy Weil roy@shaw-weil.com 
David Zwier dzwier@opdc.org 

Stakeholders who have consulted with the Working Group and would like to be kept informed: 

Devon Crummie, Central Catholic dcrummie@centralcatholichs.com  
Bob Reppe, Carnegie Mellon 

Photo credits:  

mailto:eric@bikepgh.org
mailto:andreaboykowycz@gmail.com
mailto:kbr00ks@andrew.cmu.edu
mailto:brucecha@gmail.com
mailto:harp2er@aim.com
mailto:mary.shaw@cs.cmu.edu
mailto:roy@shaw-weil.com
mailto:dzwier@opdc.org
mailto:dcrummie@centralcatholichs.com
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Appendix 2. Field notes from site visit 
[[who has the notes and photos?]] 
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Appendix 3. Property Ownership 
[[Issue is who owns east side of the street. CMU has dorm at Fifth. Then Central Catholic. Then CMU 
again to RR tracks. Then a little trickiness with RR right-of-way at the track crossing; CMU leases a little 
bit of this. Then CMU to “the north drip line of Schenley Drive Bridge”. Then, we think, the RR is on city 
property, route through Panther Hollow community is city streets.   David is trying to get RR maps. Bob 
Reppe says CMU paid for their own survey, can we get it? Bob also says City incorporated Junction 
Hollow land into Schenley Park after Sol Gross affair.  David Zwier is researching ownership below CMU. 
Assuming City owns land under RR, can we get a copy of the operating agreement?]] 

Parcels in Junction Hollow per County property maps [email from Mary Shaw 6/27/16]… 

I recall dimly that there was a kerfluffle about the Junction Hollow land that is now vacant 
parkland. Seems like there was also a lot of objection to someone -- close relative of a 
councilman, according to rumor -- taking over the part of Boundary St that remains closed. I 
don't know whether that part of Boundary was formally vacated by the city at that time, but the 
property lines down along the trail leave a gap that sure looks like Boundary St. 

I tracked down some more of the related parcels, all purchased by Sol Gross in 1989 for ~$1.4M 
(each) and transferred to the City in 2008: 

28-S-250 (the railroad, 2.4 acres) 
28-S-230 (upper west side, 5.6 acres) 
29-H-320 (east side, 4.3 acres) 
29-H-238 (lower west side, 5.3 acres) 
29-H-300 (south end, below soccer parking, 1.3 acres) 
29-M-310-0-1 (between Swinburne and RR, 13,199 sq ft) 
29-M-315 (near parkway, 1.3 acres) 
29-D-240 (8190 sq ft, yes, also $1.4M) 
plus one still listed as held by Gross 
29-H-284 (in the soccer field, 3288 sq ft, yes also $1.4M, tax delinquent) 

This accounts for a little over 21 acres of the 28 mentioned in the lawsuit -- were Boundary and 
Juno Sts part of the difference? 

There are also other holdings involving other people 

29-H-233 (5347 sq ft, previously owned by McFarland, now by city) 
29-H-237 (4557 sq ft, house that burned down? previously owned by Haynie, now by 
city) 

and the parcel maps show another long strip without a parcel number from Swinburne St to 
existing Juno St -- has this been vacated, or not? 

In email of 11/29/16 David Zwier sent copy of deed from CSX to Sol Gross and details on past two sales: 
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I stopped in the County’s records office today and pulled up the deeds for 28-S-250, the parcel 
that contains the railroad and adjacent land. I’ve attached the recorded deed from the 1989 
sale. Here are the details from the past two sales: 

Sold by Sol Gross to the City of Pittsburgh in 2008, deed book 13618, deed page 361 
(computerized) 

o   Did not seem to make any mention of easements. 

o   Unfortunately, I didn’t think have any cash on me and therefore couldn’t 
print the deed. It would probably be helpful to get a hardcopy of this at some 
point to have on hand for further review. 

Sold by CSX to Sol Gross in 1989, deed book 7969, page 596. (hardcopy) 

o   Relevant pages attached. 

o   The last paragraph of page 596 and first paragraph of 597 seem to indicate 
the extend of any easements on the property. 

o   Page 604 details the chain of ownership as various railroad companies 
merged. The land was originally assembled by Pittsburgh Junction Railroad 
Company around the turn of the century. Based on this, it seems to me that 
prior to the sale of the property to Sol Gross, the RR wouldn’t have had any 
need for an easement. 

All in all, seems like hopeful information. The City of Pittsburgh currently owns the land, and as 
far as I can tell there isn’t an enormous easement granted to the railway for the railroad. 

In email of 11/29/16, Roy Weil reported on comments Bob Reppe made at CMU Bike Advisory 
Committee the previous night.  These are from Roy’s notes, not exact quotes (and not all from Bob 
Reppe) 

" CMU owns the CMU Neville lot to the north drip line of the bridge."  
"Walter DeForest did some legal work and got a quit claim deed to secure that property some 
time ago."  
"There is a small corner of property just north of the Neville lot that CMU has a month to month 
lease in which CSX can reclaim with X (90?) days notice"  
"CMU property line follows the asphalt path that leaves the parking lot and ends on Boundary at 
the utility pole"  
"Duquesne owns that utility pole which is on Railroad property"  
"CMU is negotiating with Duquesne about something else, and he will bring to the table the 
moving of that pole."  
"CMU owns most of the property on the west side of Neville, opposite CMU"  
"CMU paid for their own survey of the area around the Neville lot."  
"CMU did not buy the railroad valuation maps"  
"Mostly the path behind the Neville lot is at least 10 feet wide. At the corner of the building the 
property line reduces to 8 feet."  
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" Reppe is talking with the Gilman and is encouraging him to work towards a trail solution."  
" Re: Sol Gross's land that was sold to the city, Mayor Murphy incorporated it in Schenley Park." 
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Appendix 4. USGS Topo Map 
Picking values from the USGS topo map for this area, here are the locations of the 20' contour lines 
crossings, working from south (lower end) to north (upper end) 

elev-
ation 

approximate location 

800' Coming off Junction 
Hollow trail onto 
Boundary St 

800' Yarrow Way to 
Joncaire (pretty level 
here) 

820' Just north of Schenley 
Dr Bridge, maybe 
about where trestle 
used to be (the RR 
behind the parking lot 
is about 830') 

840' A bit south of RR 
crossing, maybe about 
entry to CMU parking 
lot (looks like the RR 
crossing of Boundary 
is about 850') 

860' corner of Neville and 
Filmore 

880' corner of Nevile and 
Winthrop 

900' just above corner of 
Neville and Henry 

920’ it levels out, so to get 
to 920' you must turn 
left on 5th and go to 
Craig 

Yes, from Filmore to Henry it 
rises 40' in about 480' of run, or 
1 in 12.  That is, it's just barely 
ADA compliant (no promise that 
the grade is constant). The 
overall gradient, 120’ in 4260’ is 
2.8% (Google Maps thinks it’s 125’ of climb, which would be 2.9%)  

USGS topo maps are available, free, online. Go to 
http://store.usgs.gov/b2c_usgs/b2c/start/%28xcm=r3standardpitrex_prd%29/.do 
and select "Maps" from the left-side menu. From there you can select the type of map you want (e.g. 
7.5 minute) and browse for the location. Downloads are free, at least for the 7.5-minute maps. You get 
quite large PDF files that use some special-symbol fonts (which most folks don't have, which is why you 
see "n" for "school")  

http://store.usgs.gov/b2c_usgs/b2c/start/%28xcm=r3standardpitrex_prd%29/.do
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Appendix 5. Supporting Documents 
Email from Roy Weil, 1/11/16: 

The CMU Master plan and the Tupper presentation can be found at 
http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/master-plan/index.html  

There are some floor plans there, but not the relevant to us. The bicycle entrance from Neville 
will be on the garage level, which is one floor lower then Forbes at the bridge. Note there is a 
loading dock on Neville street, but this will not lead to any public areas, from there an elevator 
leads to the actual building floors.  

The Master Plan amendment is slide 62 and 63 from the Apr 8 2015 meeting where they mostly 
talked about the new Tupper building. http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/images/tepper/index-
page/town-hall-slides-8-apr-2015.pdf (39 MB)  

Slide 47,page 45 shows the "Transportation Master Plan" with trail access on Neville St all along 
the edge of CMUs property . 

Email from Mary Shaw, 1/11/16: 

Campus design / facility development web site has a Tepper Section 
http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/tepper-quad/index.html 

Tepper Quad web site 
http://tepper.cmu.edu/who-we-are/tepper-quad/ 

Town Hall meeting April 2015, contains floor plans.  The closest thing I see to the Neville ramp is 
that on p.8 (Overall site plan) you can see the walkway toward Neville as it exits CMU property 
at the Central Catholic field. 
http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/images/tepper/index-page/town-hall-slides-8-apr-2015.pdf 

And reply from Roy 1/11/16: 

The overall plan on p 8. is out of date. The Tepper building shape has changed significantly  

The plans now include a roadway out the building heading north and traveling along the edge of 
the parking lot out to Morewood Ave.  

The Neville path from the garage to street as pictured has a right angle at the street.  More 
recent plans have it heading diagonal down the hillside, although I have also seen concepts of a 
switch back, if Central Catholic does want to play. 

xxx 

http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/master-plan/index.html
http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/images/tepper/index-page/town-hall-slides-8-apr-2015.pdf
http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/images/tepper/index-page/town-hall-slides-8-apr-2015.pdf
http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/tepper-quad/index.html
http://tepper.cmu.edu/who-we-are/tepper-quad/
http://www.cmu.edu/cdfd/images/tepper/index-page/town-hall-slides-8-apr-2015.pdf
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Appendix 6. Drawings of construction projects 
[[If we can get drawings from Central and CMU, this is where to stash them]] 

[[Bob Harper received CC STEM plans in 3/7/16; he reported “The current plan is for an 8' sidewalk which 
is to be installed in June” – email from Bob Harper 3/17/2016] 

Tepper to Neville Ramp 

Early 2016 CMU Drawing from presentation (slides dated Oct 26) by Bob Reppe to CMU Bike Advisory 
Committee. The ramp was later found to be out of budget by quite a lot.  We asked them to at least 
include the Tepper building end of it in anticipation that we might get it done in the future [slide 9 pf Oct 
26 2015 presentation] 
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Appendix 7. Resources on Rails WITH Trails 
CSX is seriously risk-averse. For legitimate business reasons, they do not want to allow cyclists, 
pedestrians, or anyone else close to the tracks. The principal reason is safety. In addition, they do not 
want to grant rights that interfere with future development (for example, building a spur to a new factory, 
lengthening sidings as they go from 1.5-mile-long trains to 3-mile-long trains).   

The national Rails to Trails Conservancy has a resource page for Rails WITH Trails. Here's the link: 
http://www.railstotrails.org/build-trails/trail-building-toolbox/planning/rail-with-
trail/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=TEN_newsletter 

 
[[When we walked the route, we were using 25' as a target separation between the trail and the 
railroad. What is the operative number?]] 

 

The national Rails to Trails Conservancy has a resource page for Rails  
WITH Trails. Here's the link: 
http://www.railstotrails.org/build-trails/trail-building-toolbox/planning/rail-with-
trail/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=TEN_newsletter 

Email from David Zwier 11/2/16: 

At the September Green Team meeting Andrea, Eric, and I put a number of Neville Street 
questions to Pat Hassett. As a follow up to that conversation, Eric and I sat down with Pat 
yesterday and he shared a summary of the PUC’s regulations regarding clearances; I’ve attached 
the summary or you can find the unabridged version here: 
http://www.pacode.com/secure/data/052/chapter33/chap33toc.html. The other relevant item to 
come out of the conversation was the confirmation that we need to find some surveys of the area 
to determine property ownership and boundaries. The County’s parcel maps and the City’s GIS 
maps with parcel boundaries don’t seem to reflect what is on the ground now. Pat had a paper 
map that showed parcels not currently listed on the City or County’s online maps. 

It seems likely that CMU has a survey of their property along the parking lot. Karen and Mary, do 
you folks think Bob Reppe would be willing to share that survey with us? It’s also possible that the 
Museum has a survey of the area from when they built their parking lot, so I’ll try to see if that can 
be unearthed. 

Eric Boerer sent the actual reg, email of11/3/16:  

§ 33.122. Side clearances. 

 (a)  Minimum side clearances from center line of tangent railroad tracks, used or proposed to be 
used for transporting freight cars, shall conform with the regulations of this section, except that 
structures, including platforms and tracks, constructed or under construction prior to the adoption 
of this Subchapter may be maintained and extended at existing clearances. 

 (b)  All structures and obstructions above the top of the rail, except those specifically exempted 
in this section, shall have a minimum side clearance of 12 feet from the center line of the track. 

Email from Mary Shaw 11/7/16, reporting on talk with Matt Coffing of CSX (he sells land for CSX): 

    1. He says their surveys are the most accurate/precise available, and he provided enough 
information to find the place on the CSX web site where you can order them: 

http://www.railstotrails.org/build-trails/trail-building-toolbox/planning/rail-with-trail/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=TEN_newsletter
http://www.railstotrails.org/build-trails/trail-building-toolbox/planning/rail-with-trail/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=TEN_newsletter
http://www.railstotrails.org/build-trails/trail-building-toolbox/planning/rail-with-trail/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=TEN_newsletter
http://www.railstotrails.org/build-trails/trail-building-toolbox/planning/rail-with-trail/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=TEN_newsletter
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    https://www.csx.com/index.cfm/customers/value-added-services/property-real-estate/property-
maps/ 

    The good news is that the public can get these maps.  The bad news is that they cost $85.  
Even if they are not "the most accurate" as claimed, they show what CSX believes. 

    2. He says that CSX supports railbanking to create rail-trails, but CSX public policy is "no rails 
with trails". No trails on CSX property. No leases, no easements, no sale.  For rail-trails: 

    https://www.csx.com/index.cfm/customers/value-added-services/property-real-estate/rails-to-
trails/ 

    3. It isn't in my notes, but I think he said they want a 50 ft separation from anything you might 
build alongside the track (Roy, do you have better notes on this?) But he also said that their 
restrictions end at their property line, so if they don't own 50 ft from the tracks, the owner of the 
adjacent land can build.  (This might explain the 5 ft separation we saw in McKeesport). 

    4. He did say that if you have an established public road crossing, there is not problem with 
putting a bike lane on the road. 

In McKeesport, the trail is just 5’ from the nearest rail  
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From Eric Boerer [email of 1/19/2016] showing trail alongside rail 
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